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Three Couplets from

Wisdom of Reading Pre-Islāmic Poetry

Pre-Islāmic poetry is mostly very difficult to understand.
The difficulty lies in its unfamiliar diction. But we do find
in them couplets which are easy.
Students of Arabic must familiarize themselves with some
specimens of pre-Islāmic poetry because it represents the
language which was prevalent at the time of the revelation
of the Glorious Qurʾān.
When ibn ʿAbbās ( 

 
  ) was asked regarding lexical

and grammatical aspects of the Glorious Qurʾān, he would
quote from pre-Islāmic poetry to prove his point.
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1.

Couplets by 



The following two couplets are by the great pre-Islāmic
poet al-Aʿshā (

 ). He died in 7 AH, but he did not

accept Islām.
It was the convention of the pre-Islāmic poets to commence
the qaṣīdah with a mention of the beloved. But this was
only a convention, and mostly did not represent real life.
The following couplet is the beginning of his qaṣīdah:

Bid farewell to Hurayrah
For the caravan is about to set out.
But can you really say goodbye (to her), man?
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Lexical and Grammatical Notes

   is the name of the beloved..
(1)

 
   
  (ii), to bid goodbye, to say farewell.

Bāb 
  has an ism al-maṣdar on the pattern of

! "#$

&% '
 $

! "#(

&% '
 (

) "#*

+
%'
 *


 


% 

(Urdu speakers pronounce


% 

  , e.g.:

with a kasrah which is

wrong).
(2)

,
% (- . , a group of people travelling together, a caravan.

,
% (- . is the plural of ,
% ( . (a rider).
It is on the pattern of

 . There are some other words also

which have their plural on this pattern, e.g.:
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,
% /0 plural of ,
% 1 0 (companion).
These words are part of

2 345- ! $ which can be treated as

singular or plural.

Note:

where
(3)

 /
  6 is masculine singular.

'
 71.  1 . (a-a), to depart, to set out.

8 /.  /
 . (viii) also has the same meaning.
9 #1. means journey. This word occurs in the following
āyahs:

.FD
 7E5 @ A5 9 # 1. !B 'C < 
;  = >
 '?:
In modern Arabic this word is used to mean 'flight' as in

9 # 1 5 ! =- . 'flight number'.
9#1 5 K L  H7I 5-J 'This flight has been cancelled'.
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(4)

9 = *C @ M5 +
 *J (iv), to be able (to do).

9 = *, strength (ability to do something).


2.

Second Couplet by 

 

The following couplet is one of those in which the poet
describes his beloved.

Her gait (while returning) from her neighbour's house
Is as if it is the passage of a piece of cloud:
Neither slow nor fast.
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Lexical and Grammatical Notes

(1)

9 76 is 9 O7B5- . N E6 which describes the

mode of an action like
(2)

9 P
 #- Q , way of sitting.

R
% /$ (cloud) is UM 345- S
 T45- ! $, and a piece of

cloud is

9 V/$ .

Here are some more examples:

o

W% XQ (cheese)

9 TXQ

o

N% VY (butter)

 N VY (a portion of butter).

(a piece of cheese).

Note that in countable nouns, the addition of tāʾ marbūṭah
to a

UM 345- S
 T45- ! $ renders it singular,

e.g.:

% 3

/

  3,

and in uncountable nouns it signifies 'a piece of' or 'a portion of'.
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(3)

Z
 . is the maṣdar of Z  [
 ., to be slow.

The form which is used more often is
(4)

9 # 4
   '
4
  4  4


Z
   (v).

(i-a), to be in a hurry.

Here is a proverb in which both these words are used:

]. HX 9; # 4
  R. , i.e.:
Many a hasty step results in slow action.
It is like the English proverb: Haste makes waste.
Here is another proverb:

.96NT5 9 # 4
  5- M 96'P5 M^_A5 M
There is safety in deliberation and regret in haste.
Here is an āyah with

 4


:

.F` A5 R. a
 75C H
 #- 4
   :
I have hastened to You, my Lord, that You might be well pleased.
(Q20:54).
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(5)

9 76 is the ism of "b_( , and that is why it is

manṣūb, and the khabar of

"b_( is U 6 .


3.

Couplet by

N7X5

Here is a beautiful couplet by another pre-Islāmic
poet

N7X5

wherein the words

Z. and 4

occur.

Labīd died in 41 AH after he became a Muslim:

Being conscience of our Lord is the best booty.
(This consciousness lies in the knowledge that) my actions
- whether slow or fast – take place only with Allāh's
permission.
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Lexical and Grammatical Notes

 c ^, booty, spoils of war.
Its plural is

c^J which is the name of the 8

th

sūrah.

Baḥr of al-Aʿshā's Qaṣīdah

The baḥr of al-Aʿshā's qaṣīdah is

d7PX5-.

It has the following feet:

W# 

W#c- AP6

W# 

W#c- AP6

W#c- AP6 is phonetically: dan-dan-da-dan.
These syllables can be represented by the following English
words: Come, come to me.

W5 
 D S6

dan

dan da dan

Come, come to me.
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W#  is phonetically the same as above minus the initial
dan.
So it is: dan-da-dan = Come to me.

W5 
 

dan

da dan

Come to me.

So, the phonetic content of this baḥr is:

Come, come to me, come to me; come, come to me, come
to me.

W#c- A P6

is shortened to

W#
c- A6

which is

phonetically: da-dan-da-dan.
These syllables can be represented by the English words:

a book, a book.

W5 
 D &

da

dan

da dan

a book, a book
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W#  is shortened to W# which is phonetically:
da-da-dan.
These syllables can be represented by the English word:

any one.

W5 
 >


da

da dan

any one

Anatomy of al-Aʿshā's Qaṣīdah

Here is an anatomy of al-Aʿshā's first couplet:

e. K  
dan-dan-da-dan = Come, come to me.

b- C  .
da-da-dan = any one.
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6 R
 f. ^
dan-dan-da-dan = Come, come to me.

5 h
 g

da-da-dan= any one.

M* g
 -  >

da-dan-da-dan = a book, a book.

  +

da-da-dan= any one.

 e
 eJ W
dan-dan-da-dan= Come, come to me.

5 i
 .
da-da-dan= any one.
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